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The social, psychological, and cultural environment

of indigenous communities in Indonesia serves more

as hampering factors rather than supporting factors.



● The importance of social inclusion in relation

to experiences of friendship and social

acceptance within educational experiences.

● Student perceptions of social inclusion and

acceptance does not always correlate with

subjective interpretations of adults



In West Timor, East Nusa Tenggara, due to
limited social support from the community
and inaccessibility of most public spaces,
and to prevent further discrimination in the
future, a father constructed a walker for his 7
years old twin daughters who are unable to
walk.

This family has lived in poverty as the father,
the lone breadwinner in the family, generates
an income of less than USD 50 per month.
The walker, as seen in the figure below, is
considered by the father as a symbol of
hope, a hope for a better environment
provided by local leaders for his twin
daughters so that they can at least access
and participate in education within their
community.

Handmade walker created by a father for his twin 
daughters who cannot walk



Cultural practices that hamper access to
education

Poverty makes indigenous parents prioritize
livelihood over education

Lack of attention on contextualized special
education and special service education in
Indonesia

Kahumbu Nganji, a man from Ata caste in Sumba 
who was appointed as a village official. He never 

went to school.



Ways Forward

Students

Hearing voice of students

Researching with students

Co-designing with students

Context and Culture

Disability and culture

Disability and context

Disability across cultures and 
within contexts
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